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Welcome to our world
of connections
This is our third edition, and we are happy to once again
present the latest trends in mobile technology to the nation.
Winter is upon us and it is time for blankets, jackets and lots of
warm tea and coffee. In this edition, we look into how we can
stay connected in a world that is contending with a threat like
the coronavirus. How can technology assist in keeping you and
your family safe - we have an article in this edition that gives
you some possibilities.
In this edition, we are also happy to wish our nation a happy
30th Independence Day while at the same time celebrating 25
years of our existence as MTC. It really is a seasons’ change on
multiple levels throughout this edition. We have done our best
to fill this season’s CONNECT magazine’s pages with warmth
for all our subscribers.
If you would like to advertise in our next edition, contact us at
marketing2@mtc.com.na.
Enjoy reading our winter edition.

Janet Kapenda
Brand Executive: Marketing
Mobile Telecommunications Ltd

MTC Connect Magazine is a publication of the Mobile Telecommunications
Company.
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Get more for less on Select Packages
designed for you.
Our select packages are designed to give you more. Now you can achieve more, do more and get more for less.

1.8 GB

612 MB
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Subscription fee
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3.5 GB
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Subscription fee

12 GB

6 GB
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Subscription fee
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Get more data, control
and choice with MoBiz.
Whether you’re running a start-up or managing a multi-national, choose one of our all-new MoBiz Packages
and enjoy more data, more control, more flexibility for your business.
You can share voice and data on a shared SIM. You can also add a Phone Plan, or just keep your existing device.
And with contracts running to either 12 or 24 months, with MoBiz, the sky is the limit.
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Connect your home with our all-new
SmartShare Packages and share your
voice and data on a shared SIM.
The main member gets 100% of the voice bundle, other members get up to 50%.
You can have up to 5 shared SIMs on the same plan!
Choose between 12 and 24-month contracts, and enjoy more data, more control and more family fun.
These new packages are phone-free, so you can keep the phone you have or pick up a new one on a
separate phone plan. The choice is yours!
SIM share voice allocation breakdown:
Master – Always 100%, 1 x Shared SIM – 50%,
2 x Shared SIMs – 33%, 3 x Shared SIMs – 25%, 4 x Shared SIMs – 20%,5 x Shared SIMs – 16%
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60 days
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*Add a Shared SIM to share free units @ N$50 per month with a once-oﬀ connection fee of N$218. Cannot be selected on its own, must be linked to a Service Plan. Ts & Cs apply

Kaino I Matheus (Kim)
Collection: Safari by CBK
(Couture By Kim)

CM: What are the inspirations behind your

It might be freezing cold
outside, but that shouldn't stop
you from looking flaming hot.

latest winter collection?
KM: Being passionate and surrounding myself
in the world of tourism and fashion has drawn
me to this brilliant idea. Tourism is art exhibited

With the Namibian winter in full swing, many

and everything else sold and made is art. I love

of us are probably wondering which winter

creating and this made me look at the gap we

styles will not only protect us from the cold but

have in the tourism

warm the room when we enter.

industry for clothing.
I created a collection that

The practical job of a fashion designer is to

can accommodate all

make clothes that people want to wear. But

seasons, because traveling

obviously, if we have learned anything at

to different places does

all from royal wedding dresses, Beyonce’s

not guarantee anyone

collaboration with Adidas, or the social media

what type of weather you

frenzy around Windhoek Fashion Week, there

will experience. Having winter gear pieces within the collection completes a

is a lot more to it than that.

seasonal collection. Odelela material is quite an inspiration and can be worn
throughout the year in celebration of the cultural heritage it promotes.

Through their creative process from sketch to
garment, it is also their job to generate new
feelings and conversations, from season to
season. Designers are meant to evoke, inspire,
time-travel, and if they’re really good at what
they do, they have the ability to leave us
wanting for more.
For this reason, Connect Magazine (CM)

CM: How can your designs be incorporated into various social settings,
such as the office or a night out?
KM: The collection is styled in so many ways for various personalities, because
of the subtle colors and being classic; especially the jacket, which can be worn
with any plain outfit to make it pop and stand out. Styling it with denims, khaki
pants and simple blouses and shirts can give it a sense of corporate wear, street
wear and an occasional event. Plus the design of the jacket is reversible for
more versatility.

reached out to the hottest fashion designers

CM: What role does social media play in fashion today, and how are

making waves both locally and abroad,

you tapping into that for your own business?

featuring Kaino I Matheus, Ingo Shangyenge

KM: Following fashion bloggers keeps me up-to-date on the latest fashion

and Deon Angelo Mathias. We will get some

trends people are interested in at certain moments and seasons. This is a great

insights on their creative process and thoughts

influence because it tends to boost my ideas of creativity by creating garments

on fashion trends that will have you looking

that are both comfortable and a fresh-take from the norm. Social media is

fabulous this winter.

where my target market is. This allows me to promote and market my products
since people spend a lot of time on social media, it's a necessity for exposure!
8
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Ingo Shanyenge
Collection: Ingo Shanyenge Royalty Collection

Deon Angelo Mathias
Collection: Helao

CM: What is the inspirations behind your latest winter
collection?
IS: African print has become fashionable again. The idea was
simply to create trendy, vibrant winter jackets in African print
fabric.

CM: What are the
inspirations behind your
latest winter collection?
DM: I incorporated
the different tribes and
cultures of Namibia to
come up with this concept
and inspiration. As well as

CM: How can your designs

putting emphasis on our

be incorporated into

now nationally celebrated

various social settings,

fabric, The “Odelela".

such as the office or a night out?
IS: For a corporate look, I would add less African print details to

CM: How can your designs be incorporated into various

the outfit, whereas for an event outfit I would go all out with the

social settings, such as the office or a night out?

colours adding more bold and exaggerated features to it. The

DM: The best way to incorporate my designs is to pair it up with

bomber jackets we make are super light yet warm. They use a

plain pieces. Our colors are vibrant and loud, therefore plain or

cotton fabric lining, with no insolation fabric in the inside of the

warm colored pieces should balance it out.

jacket.

CM: What role does social media play in fashion today, and

CM: What role does social media play in fashion today, and

how are you tapping into that for your own business?

how are you tapping into that for your own business?

DM: Social media has definitely brought about new channels of

IS: Social media is very cost effective and efficient when

advertising for fashion brands to reach their target markets.

promoting a product. Posting outfits worn by clients is a common

The added benefit of direct contact with the consumers makes it

solution used to market one's designs. A professional photoshoot

a fantastic way to sell products.

is another very effective way. Both methods work out cheaper
than hosting a fashion show which has now become a dated
method of brand marketing.
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ahead of the curve. The speed and bandwidth capabilities
of Spectra Home allows you to choose between a range of
packages that suit your needs; from 10Mbps up to 100Mbps with
UNLIMITED data usage on all packages, meaning faster access
to all your data and applications, while ensuring your home has
seamless uploading and downloading for home entertainment,
live streaming, smart home functionalities and any other
internet-based requirements.
How do I sign-up?
Kindly contact us via our email address spectra@mtc.com.na
or call 90111 toll free. A sales agent will contact you to ensure
we capture all your details and to set an appointment for a site
inspection. Once our technical staff have completed the site
inspection, our sales team will continue with the application
process to ensure you get connected to MTC Spectra Home.
Is MTC Spectra Home available in all areas?
MTC Spectra Home is coming soon to all major towns in Namibia.
For now, it’s only available in Windhoek, Oshakati, Ondangwa,
Ongwediva, Rundu, Katima Mulilo, Okahandja and Walvis Bay.
Please watch the press and our website for details of future
roll-outs.
MTC Spectra Home service costs:

T

Description

MTC
Spectra
10 Home

MTC
Spectra
25 Home

MTC
Spectra
50 Home

MTC
Spectra
100
Home

Speed

10 Mbps

25 Mbps

50 Mbps

100 Mbps

he ever-growing demand for high-speed, high-bandwidth

Data

services continues to be a major driver for seamless

Monthly fee

connectivity to homes. There can be no doubt that, with

Installation

UNLIMITED
N$779

N$1099

N$2499

N$5999

N$2599 Excl. VAT

the increasing usage of streaming for entertainment services etc.,
What are the requirements for my home to be connected

this service is now considered essential by many.

to MTC Spectra Home?
What is MTC Spectra Home?

Your home must be located in the MTC Spectra Home coverage

MTC Spectra Home provides high speed internet connectivity

area, with a good line-of-site to one of the network towers.

that gives your home fast connection that ensures you’re always
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Brilliant. In every way.
6.1-inch Liquid Retina display. Face ID for secure authentication.
A12 Bionic with next-generation Neural Engine.
Wireless charging.

Experience iPhone 7.
With 4.7 inch Retina HD LCD display, 12 MP
wide camera with auto HDR and 4K video up to 30fps.
7 MP FaceTime HD camera with 1080 video.
Touch ID forsecure authentication.

iPhone available at

Introducing taamba
Now you can borrow airtime, transfer and gift data to anyone
with the connection that keeps giving.

Ts & Cs Apply

mtc.com.na

Photo: www.pexel.com
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Address sun damage
Sun damage comes in many forms – redness, visible capillaries,
uneven skin tone and sun spots are the most common and yes,
black people get sunburn too. Your skin has amazing healing
abilities if you give it a helping hand. Aside from investing in a
suitable treatment, using sun protection daily throughout winter
will allow your skin cells to focus on repair as you’re already
helping things along in the protection division.
Up your exfoliation
Your skin cells live longer in winter, so ensure that you’re using a
gentle (non-granular if you’re doing any treatments) exfoliator to
encourage skin shedding. This also improves product absorption,

Skin deep

which means you’re less likely to have dry skin because
everything can do its job.

Good skin involves having a
healthy diet, getting enough
sleep and exercise, managing
stress levels as well as a good skin
routine.

Skin care to keep you
glowing this winter

O

ur skin is one of the most important body organs. It's
basically what everyone sees when they look at you.

Try oil cleansing

So your skin care should involve more than just a

Even oily skin is more prone to dryness and dehydration in winter,

simple wash with soap and water followed by lotion application.

so a gentle, non-foaming cleanser is recommended to keep your

Good skin involves having a healthy diet, getting enough

skin barrier healthy. If you have oily or combination skin, stick to

sleep and exercise, managing stress levels as well as a good

a plant-based oil cleanser to ensure you don’t break out.

skin routine. Your unique skin type may also determine any
additional treatments as well, such as using exfoliating scrubs or

Play with make-up

moisturising masks. As we move into winter, the cold weather is

Winter nights lend themselves to dramatic make-up – now is the

especially harsh on the skin so here’s a few tips to get your skin

ideal time to play around with looks that are just a bit much for

glowing all winter long.

a balmy summer night. Think dramatic eyes, a dark lip or some
popping highlight.

Winter extras
In winter, drier skin types need more moisture and oil to

More importantly though, there’s no reason to break the bank

compensate for the climatic change. Now is the time to switch to

looking for that winter radiance. There are many skin care

a richer moisturiser, add a hydrating serum if you don’t already

products that are both affordable and work just as good as the

have one, and invest in a barrier protection cream if you live

more expensive brands. Simply find what works for your skin type

inland.

and get that glow.
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MTC 25thAnniversary

milestones of connection

Became the main sponsor for
Namibia Premier League

2005
1995
The establishment
of MTC

1999

1999

2006

Prepaid launched
with 500 000
customers

Launched SMS
and Voice-mail
services

Pioneered the
first commercial
24-hour
Call Centre in
Namibia

14

2007
We handled
21.5 Billion
messages on
our network
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Opening of our
Innovation Centre
Launched the MTC
081EVERY1 campaign

2019

2017
2010
NETMAN
launched

2012

2018

2019

Launched the
fastest internet
in the country
MTC 4G Network

Reached over
2.5 million
subscribers

MTC
Spectra
launched

15

2020
Launched
MTC Taamba
suite (Gifting,
Advance and
Transfer)
service
offering

Pick your perfect companion
Galaxy A01

Immersive viewing experience

Rear Camera: 13MP Main, 2MP Depth
Selfie:

5MP

Memory:

2GB RAM, 16GB ROM

Battery:

3,000 mAh

Galaxy A10s

Great pictures day and night

Rear Camera: 13MP Main, 2MP Depth
Selfie:

8MP

Memory:

2GB RAM, 32ROM

Battery:

4,000 mAh

Galaxy A31

The dual camera provides Live Focus
features, letting you adjust the degree
of blurring before or after taking pictures.
The front camera is just as spectacular,
giving you great pictures, day or night.

Long-lasting battery and Fast Charging

Rear Camera: 48MP Wide, 8PM Ultra Wide,
5PM Macro, 5MP Depth
Selfie:

20MP

Memory:

4GB RAM, 128GB ROM

Battery:

5,000 mAh

Galaxy A51

Take multitasking, browsing and entertainment
to the next level. Experience the 5.7” HD
Infinity-V display. The edge-to-edge design
makes it sleek and ideal for indulging in your
favourite content with an aspect ratio of 19:9.

Equipped with a versatile Quad camera system,
the Galaxy A31 will make sure that no detail is
missed and with the special edit functions you
can have the pictures that you are proud of.
Do this all day long with a 5,000 mAh battery
that allows 15W for Fast Charging.

Expert photography

Rear Camera: 48MP Wide, 12MP Ultra Wide,
5MP Macro, 5MP Depth
Selfie:

32MP

Memory:

4GB RAM, 128GB ROM

Battery:

4,000 mAh

Galaxy Note10 Lite
Rear Camera: 12MP Wide, 12MP Ultra Wide,
12MP Telephoto
Selfie:

32MP

Memory:

6GB RAM, 128GB ROM

Battery:

4,500 mAh,
25W Super Fast Charge

The multi-role Quad camera gives you unrivalled
image quality with a 48MP primary camera,
accompanied by a 123-degree Ultra-Wide
camera, a Live Focus camera and a new Macro
camera that gets you up close to the details
around you.

Premium Note Experience
with the S Pen
Make notes of everything you need to get done
from your everyday life. With one click of the
S Pen, you can navigate a presentation, play
and pause videos or snap a photo. Use the Air
Command tool to navigate through multiple S Pen
features, including Screen Write, Live Messages
and AR Doodle.
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contract deals to warm
up your connection
The best deals await you on our contract packages. Find the deal that’s
designed for who you are and where you’re going.
#GetThere with MTC

You save

You save

N$ 441.28
over 24 month

Huawei Y9 Prime 2019

N$

212.29

N$

PMx24

N$ 4,999 Cash Deal

You save

N$ 13,899

PMx24

over 24 month

over 24 month

Cash Deal

N$ 15,499 Cash Deal

PMx24

PMx24

N$

over 24 month

N$

968.29
N$ 22,799 Cash Deal

While stocks last. Ts & Cs apply.

mtc.com.na
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PMx24

PMx24

N$ 1,179.35
over 24 month

Samsung S10E 128GB

N$

564.54
N$ 13,299

Cash Deal

N$2,041.89

N$ 2,479.28

over 24 month

over 24 month

iPhone 11 PRO 64GB

N$

PMx24

You save

You save

You save

Samsung S20 Plus

403.29
N$ 9,499 Cash Deal

N$ 2,010.40

Huawei P30 Pro 128GB

658.29

297.04
N$ 6,999 Cash Deal

Cash Deal

over 24 month

N$

Huawei Mate 20 Pro

iPhone 7 32GB

N$

PMx24

N$ 1,365.81

over 24 month

589.96

over 24 month

You save

N$ 1,233.84

N$

N$ 840.94

246.21
N$ 5,799

Samsung Note Lite

N$ 622.24

Huawei P30 Lite 6GB RAM

You save

You save

You save

N$ 513.27

976.21

PMx24

N$ 22,999 Cash Deal

Samsung S20 Ultra

N$

1188.71
N$ 27,999 Cash Deal

PMx24

As we’re currently learning how to wash
our hands for 20 seconds, realising
how difficult it is not to touch our faces
and stocking up on hand sanitizer,
human connection remains essential
and dating in one way or another can
still happen.

18
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I

was feeling pretty nervous before my date. We had made plans

The first date may have ended in disappointment, but I was

to meet up for some drinks and to play pool, but in the hours

happy he called me the following morning and I got a chance to

leading up to it, I was anxious and really wanted to cancel.

apologise because I actually really did like him. He proposed a
second date, with a catch, it would be a video call date!

Pre-date jitters are normal even for someone like me who goes
on dates quite often, but this wasn’t about whether my date

It’s interesting to see
how physically separated
we are becoming yet the
internet is bringing us
closer in conversation,
shared fear and resolve.

would like me, what outfit I should wear, or what we’re going to
talk about – I was outright afraid of coronavirus.
The more I thought about it, the more concerned I became
about going to a place that was crowded. And I kept thinking
to myself, what if the pool sticks aren’t properly sanitized? Under
normal circumstances, I’d be labelled a germaphobe, but these
are not ordinary circumstances. As the coronavirus pandemic has
swept the globe, and with the social media frenzy surrounding it,
anyone heard sneezing is immediately given the suspicious look.
Naturally with close contact being intrinsic to dating, people’s

On the day, we shared recipes and recorded ourselves cooking.

love lives have also taken a hit. Simply holding hands is advised

We set the dinner tables at our respective apartments with

to be a no-no.

our laptops across from us to see each other. It was a surreal
experience as we chatted for hours with wine on hand, taking the

In the end, I asked my date to meet me at a small café where, I

time to complement the chef which kept making us laugh.

figured, there were likely to be less people brushing up against
each other. Dinner was nice, but I still couldn’t get the virus off

It was one of the best dates I’ve ever been on and brought us

my mind. We held hands as we were walking to our cars and

closer in times of such global chaos. Since then, we’ve had video

when he leaned in to kiss me, I hesitated and pulled away making

call movie night edition, proving that we can be apart but closer

the whole experience rather awkward.

than ever.

As anyone who has used a dating app will tell you, time is of the

Tips to protect yourself & others from getting sick

essence when you want to meet up with a new match. Take too

• Wash your hands with soap and running water when hands are
visibly dirty.
• If hands are not visibly dirty, frequently clean them using
alcohol-based hand rub or soap and water.
• When coughing and sneezing, cover mouth and nose with
flexed elbow or tissue.
• Throw tissue into closed bin immediately after use.
• Avoid close contact when you experience cough and fever.
• Avoid spitting in public.
• If you have fever, cough and difficulty breathing seek medical
care early and share previous travel history with your health care
provider.

long to plan a date, and you’ll probably never wind up meeting.
In time, this reality is going to become more and more frequent
as more people self-isolate.
It’s interesting to see how physically separated we are becoming
yet the internet is bringing us closer in conversation, shared
fear and resolve. My generation, for the first time ever, is having
serious conversations around basic hygiene! What was once
taken for granted is now essential in how we interact with each
other.
19

Lots to love. Less to spend.
iPhone SE packs the most powerful chip into the most
popular size iPhone at the most affordable price. It’s just
what you’ve been waiting for.

All-new dual-camera system
with Ultra Wide.
With an all-new dual-camera system that lets you shoot everything
from sweeping landscapes to beautiful portraits and 4K video.

Photo: www.pexel.com
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Studying apps to
help you ace your exams

W

hile studying can mean hours spent in the library, it doesn’t have to be boring. As digital technology continues to improve,
there are more and more apps that help make studying both easier and more fun. Whether you are a student at one of the
many traditional or online institutions in Namibia, these apps will help to keep your grades up and pass your exams.

My Study Life
My Study Life is a great app to start the school year or new semester with. It is one of those study apps that
functions as a planner, but with much more flexibility than your regular paper planner. One of my biggest pet
peeves when it comes to selecting a planner is the rigidity of the schedule. It’s hourly, daily, or weekly, but
every page looks exactly the same. That’s not real life. Sometimes you’re busy–sometimes you’re not. One of
the coolest things about this app, is you can add rotating schedules. Say you have a class that meets every
other day or every other week.
Evernote
If you’re looking for somewhere to store all your research, data, or notes, then Evernote is the platform for
you. The basic version is free and for new and occasional users, the basic package is all you’ll need. This
app allows you to collect your information and store it all in one place. It’s basically an electronic folder for
all your notes. No more flipping through stacks of papers to find what you’re looking for. In addition to chat
capabilities, you can also share pages with contacts, and they can share their work with you. Pretty handy.

iStudiez Pro Legend
This award-winning student app has many features that will help them get organised, including overview
screen, assignments organisation, a planner, a sync for multiple platforms, grade tracking, notifications and
integration with Google Calendar. Free cloud-sync is also available between all your devices, including Mac,
iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad, Android devices and Windows PC.
Exam Countdown Lite
This is a free app that will help you to never forget your exam schedule again. It has a countdown feature
that tells you how many minutes, days, weeks or months you have left until exam time. It has cool
customizable features where you can change colors and icons and make it look snazzy. There are over 400
icons to choose from and you have the ability to add notes to exams and tests. Exam Countdown Lite is
available on iOS and for Android devices.
21

Gift ideas for tech
savvy parents

M

ore often than not, we label

•

Noise cancellation Headphones

our parents as tech-illiterate,

This is a must for all music lovers.

but as technology grows more

Although they are a bit on the pricey

•

mainstream every day, that's no longer

side, they sound awesome, are super

Smart watches are largely considered

the case (if it ever was) – and with Father

comfortable, look great, and the noise

the best gadgets out there, and for

and Mother’s Days around the corner, we

cancellation is worth every cent. The

good reason. It's stylish, well designed,

ought to make more smart gift purchases.

headphones are available in a few

and features some genuinely helpful

Regardless of whether they are tech savvy

super-classy colors too, so there's likely

features. It's also an excellent fitness

or not. Surely, they can benefit from one

something that will suit everyone’s style.

tracker and can track basic metrics, like

Smart Watch

or more tech gifts. So, we've hand-picked

steps and workouts, as well as your heart

phone accessories, body tech, and smart

rate. It also has an ECG sensor to take

home devices that help keep your parents

electrocardiograms.

connected to what's important. From their
health to their home appliances, this tech
collection is geared to smartening up their
everyday lives.

•

Digital Photo Frame

Parents love nothing more than looking at
pictures of their children. They’ll also want
a way to show off all their photos, and
•

Smart Lawn Sprinkler Controller

with this digital frame, they can upload

•

Smart Pressure Cooker

them straight from their phones.

When it comes to kitchen appliances,

Help them save on the water bill with this

the more a gadget can do, the better,

smart sprinkler controller that’ll automate

especially when kitchen space is at a

watering the lawn and plants. You can

premium. Which is why the Ninja Foodi is

input details like sun exposure and plant

so cool. The device combines a pressure

type, and the Controller also checks the

cooker and an air fryer, creating a handy

weather, so it knows to skip watering on

gadget that can bake, broil, steam and act

rainy days.

as a pressure or a slow cooker.
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*

Introducing SPECTRA for home and business. When business is fast, SPECTRA internet helps you go even faster. While at home,
SPECTRA lets you keep up to date with every single episode in full HD. It’s all possible when you say hello and sign up to SPECTRA.
Contact us at SPECTRA BUSINESS: mtcbusiness@mtc.com.na or call 13500 toll free .
For SPECTRA HOME contact us at: spectra@mtc.com.na or call 90111 toll free.
*MTCSpectra Home availability subject to location.
Ts & Cs Apply

mtc.com.na

Connecting ahead
from 2G to 4G

W

ith advances in telecoms occurring at the speed of

Today, we live life at the pace

light, it’s easy to take for granted how far we have

of 4G. As more and more

come from the days of block phones the size of the

4G towers are being erected

Titanic, to the sleek, sophisticated touch screen phones with

nationwide, our world is

computing power that rival PCs. In a physical sense, this is a good

not only connected through

way to help discuss the advancements in mobile data speeds, or

experience but the speed at

what we simply see in the corners of our phone screens from 2G

which we can share those

to today’s 4G.

experiences.
In a nutshell, the “G” stands for

To take advantage of 4G technology and services offered by MTC,

generation. It’s an indication of 2G

you need to upgrade your device to a 4G enabled device and

introduced text messages, making it

ensure your SIM card is 4G enabled.

possible for the first time to send text
messages between friends. Cellphone

To ensure your connectivity:

towers could break up a text message

1. You need to be within MTC’s coverage areas (check the

into tiny bits of data, called bytes,

coverage map available on our website, mtc.com.na)

send them to towers leading up to the
recipient’s closest tower then to their
phone. This was the game changer, and it
was marked by one of the most iconic 		

2. Check your SIM card. If it is the old black & white card or the
orange card then you are in need of a new 4G nano SIM card.
Our friendly staff at our nationwide retail outlets are available to

phones of the early 2000s - the 		

advise and assist with a SIM swap*.

legendary Nokia 3310.

When you leave a 4G area, your SIM card will automatically work

Around the time the first wave of

on the 2G and 3G network wherever you go in Namibia where

smartphones arrived in shops, 3G and

MTC has coverage. Ensure your device is always set to automatic

its 0.25Mb/s data speeds came into our

under ‘preferred network mode’ in settings.

lives. It wasn’t super quick but it gave
wireless access to the Internet, and it

Enjoy the benefits of 4G, including faster streaming, access to the

made it possible to make video calls. For

world of music, online education and so much more with MTC’s

the first time we could chat face-to-face

4G network, and visit our 4G Roadshow coming soon to a town

via an interface. We took a big bite of
that apple and haven’t stopped since the
first generation iPhone was launched on

near you.
*(Terms and Conditions will apply for any sim swop to ensure the safety of your confidential
information).

the 29th of June, 2007.
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give the gift of data
with taamba
Now you can buy data bundles for
your family and friends.

To Gift data follow these steps:
• Bundles
• Taamba Gifting
• Select Bundles you want to gift
• Enter Number to whom you want to gift
• Confirm purchase
Look out for taamba advance and taamba transfer.
Coming soon.
#GetThere with the connection that keeps giving
Ts & Cs Apply

mtc.com.na

Dial *682#
and follow the steps

The phone that
will change
photography

*

Space Zoom
Zoom in 100x to nd shots you
never knew existed
It starts with 10x Hybrid Optic Zoom enabled by a revolutionary
folded lens and high resolution image sensor. Couple that with
Super Resolution Zoom enhanced by camera AI to get close up
to the action and capture moments you might have missed.
*30x Super Resolution Zoom available on the S20 and S20+.
100x Super Resolution Zoom available on the S20 Ultra.

You can pull
33MP photos right
out of 8K video

Video
Snap
Changes how you capture photos and videos

Single
Take
www.samsung.com

It’s a whole new way to capture still
photography every time you hit
record. 8K video turns every frame
into a crisp image that you can pinch
in on for once-in-a-lifetime shots.

A whole new way to take one shot
and turn it into multiple formats
Single Take is essentially burst
mode turned beast mode.
With revolutionary AI, it lets you
shoot for up to 10 seconds and
get back a variety of formats meaning you can choose the best
style for the moment without
having to reshoot.
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Speciﬁcations are subject to change, correct at time of print.

Home

INTERNET
SO FAST
IT EXCEEDS
EXPECTATIONS.
Experience faster uploads and downloads from the comfort
of your home. Enjoy speeds from 10Mbps to 100Mbps UNLIMITED.
For more information contact us on spectra@mtc.com.na
or call Toll Free: 90 111 or visit any MTC MobileHome.
Ts & Cs apply.

mtc.com.na

Sign up now

from

N$779
PM x12

Professor Anicia Peters:
Connect Magazine (CM) caught up with *Namibia University of Science and Technology's
Executive Dean for the Faculty of Computing and Informatics to share her thoughts on her
professional career, technology and the future of Namibia.
I am a Namibia expert for the World Summit Awards for digital
innovations. In Namibia, I serve on the NCHE Council and am the
Vice-Chair of the NQA.
I received the US Presidential Service Award for an organisation
I co-founded in the United States; two Boeing research excellence
awards; an award for most significant contribution to Computer
Science in 2015 and a Next Einstein Forum Award for Advancing
Women in Science in 2018.
CM: What are some of the inspirations behind you deciding
to specialize in the field of Computing and Informatics?
AP: The rapid changes and potential to solve both small and
big problems through technology. I am a creative person and
after taking my first ICT courses in Germany in 1991, I realized
its power to disrupt the status quo and solve many of our global
challenges. It took me a few years to save enough money to
pursue my undergraduate degrees at Polytechnic, after that the
world became my oyster.
CM: Could you define the 4th Industrial Revolution for
some of our readers, and its implications on the Namibian
technological landscape in years to come?
AP: 4IR is the fusion between the digital and physical worlds
where the lines between human and machine are blurred. It is
CM: Tell us about yourself with regards to your

marked by AI, big data, nanotechnologies, machine learning/

professional career and some of your achievements thus

deep learning, virtual and augmented reality, robotics,

far?

blockchain, quantum computing, bioinformatics, etc. Many tasks

AP: I am the Executive Dean for the Faculty of Computing and

are increasingly automated and we see for example self-driving

Informatics. I am also an Associate Professor in Computer Science

cars.

with specialization in Human Computer Interaction. In 2019, I
was also selected as a UNESCO Research Chair for Gender and

4IR can greatly enhance Namibia’s ability to feed herself, alleviate

Digital Technologies. Internationally I am a WHO consultant, serve

water shortages and poverty, improve healthcare systems, and

on an international student development scholarship fund and

improve many areas of life.
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CM: Can you describe a typical day in your job?

is one crucial step in the right direction and gives meaning to

AP: There is no typical day. Every day is brand new with

Namibia’s Vision 2030. There could be no better match than

new exciting challenges and opportunities. However, as far

the biggest player in the telecommunications and ICT space

as possible I allow for at least two hours in the morning of

partnering with the most dynamic and innovative academic

reflection on the day ahead, checking on progress on items with

player in the ICT space, so I expect nothing less than major tech

deadlines, and reviewing items for approval referred from the

advances and disruption in Namibia.

Departments and Centre. I have an open door policy for staff
and student societies, so they also get time when they can do

CM: In your view, what is the relationship currently

quick consultations. If I need to teach a class, this is also on the

between MTC and your department/ division, and can you

schedule. I usually attend functions after work even for a short

identify any opportunities for further collaborations?

while as professional networking is very important. I usually

AP: MTC has been a staunch supporter of ours, even since 2009

have dinner with my family and spend some time with them

when they funded the first endowed chair in ICT at NUST and

in the evenings before working on research papers or having

they have been giving scholarships and funding events since

virtual meetings with collaborators around the world.

then. Now our focus changes to capacity building, research and
development. We have opened a Centre of Excellence in IT with a

CM: What are some of your hobbies and interests outside

third super computer, staff capacity building with a focus on Big

of your profession?

Data, Cyber Security, E-Government and AI. There are a multitude

AP: I love sewing and because I love wearing African dresses,

of projects and initiatives that MTC can get involved in and we

people bring me materials from different African countries that

likewise can assist MTC with expertise.

I sew into garments. I also write fiction and poetry; play games

*At the time of publication when this interview was conducted, Prof. Anicia Peters was
the Executive Dean for the Faculty of Computing and Informatics at NUST, she has
since transferred to the University of Namibia (UNAM) as the Pro-Vice Chancellor for
Research, Innovation and Development.

and watch movies with my girls.
CM: What is your take on the MTC/NUST MoU?
AP: This is a wonderful and exemplary initiative. This MoU
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Budget travel tech

Planning your much-deserved getaway trip? We have
some helpful tech tips to keep you connected while
you take some time off.

A

s the nation continues to progress towards relative
normality, the opportunity to travel is more alluring than
ever. Slowly we are getting out of the house and holiday

plans are beginning to take shape as vacation destinations are
picked, dates locked and budgets set.
• Share your internet

A couple of months later and you find yourself up late the night

It’s frustrating when the login code you’re given for the hotel or

before travel raffling with the arduous task of packing. The last

lodge WiFi only works with a single device. If you’re travelling

thing to go in is often overlooked, but can make for a massive

with a laptop, the easiest way around this is by installing

inconvenience while on holiday. What tech to take along? For this

Connectify Hotspot. The free version has a few restrictions but

reason, we have listed some essential devices to keep light and

does more than enough for most people on holiday.

make the best of your holiday.
• One socket, many devices
No matter where you travel, there seems to never be enough
power sockets. Often there’s one adapter behind the television,
leaving you with the choice of watching TV or charging your
phone. Instead of having to perform some device juggling, grab
yourself a GE triple adapter. It’s small, light and very cheap, and
because each socket is on a 90-degree angle, you’ll have no
problem with large plugs blocking each other.

• Make quick back-ups!
While free and cheap tools like Google Photos do a good job
of backing up your photos in the cloud, they’re no good when
the WiFi is unavailable. If you’ve taken a lot of photos and don’t
want to risk losing them, it’s definitely worth packing a USB with
plenty of space (we recommend between 32 gigabytes and up).
If you don’t want to carry a laptop, we suggest asking the lodge
or guesthouse for the computer to back-up your files from the
camera.
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from insuﬃcient funds to
ready to call with taamba
Follow these steps to get your Airtime Advance :

Dial
*682#

Select Taamba
Advance amount

Select
Taamba
Advance

Confirm Taamba
Advance amount
and accept Ts & Cs

Look out for our other Taamba services: Taamba Gifting (now available) and Taamba Transfer (coming soon).

#GetThere with the connection that keeps giving
Ts & Cs Apply

advance

mtc.com.na
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700
1500
3
700

FREE
Minutes
FREE
SMSs
GB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$53

excluding
VAT

Happy Hours (Free Data):
Between 24h – 6h*

How to Activate:
SMS #SuperAweh# to 13400

50
150
50
50

FREE
Minutes
FREE
SMSs
MB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$13

excluding
VAT

How to Activate:
SMS #AwehGo# to 13400

Aweh O-Yeah
product allows
customers to
choose a specific
bundle for each:
voice minutes, Data
in Megabytes, SMS
quantity and Data
in Megabytes for
Social media.
How to Activate:
Dial *682# select 7
and choose options

100
700
1
500

FREE
SMSs
GB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$32

excluding
VAT

How to Activate:
SMS #AwehGig# to 13400

350
700
200
200

FREE
Minutes
FREE
SMSs
MB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$32

excluding
VAT

How to Activate:
SMS #Aweh# to 13400

Terms & Conditions Apply - Free calls to any national numbers.
All free units received as a once-oﬀ on migration and valid for 7 days.

mtc.com.na

FREE
Minutes
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Photo: MTC's recently recruited interns from NUST and MTC's Manager: IT Development, Bonnita Graupe.

MTC and NUST collaborate for success

T

o bolster its position as the market leader through

products and services for its customers,

innovation and superior talent recruitment, MTC entered

• to advance Research, Development, and Innovation in various

into a formal and mutually beneficial research agreement

facets of MTC’s business operations,

with NUST.

• get access to top students with a drive to innovate,
• enhance the customer experience through products and 		

The main focus areas of the agreement shall include, but not be

services testing to meet the dynamic nature of the clientele 		

limited to the following:

base and align with global technology trends,

• emerging and Disruptive Technologies (OTT) – i.e. 4th 		

• strengthen university-industry collaboration,

Industrial Revolution,

• contribute to the overall development of ICT in Namibia, not 		

• mobile apps development and various solutions (IoT),

only through MTC’s products and services but also through:

• bespoke telecommunication products and services,

- Education: Conferences, Workshops

• focusing mostly on testing and identifying customer needs

- Competitions and Capacity Building

& usability,
• cybersecurity and forensics,

To date, the MOU has enabled the two institutions to host a

• electronic engineering and other engineering disciplines,

Tech Bazaar, of which various sponsorship were given to various

• marketing and communication

startups and innovators.

The partnership will subsequently contribute to the overall

Additionally, the two institutions embarked on various projects

development of ICT in Namibia and enable MTC to:

such as web applications development and data analytics, where

• leverage off the NUST research and development capabilities

NUST has availed students and lecturers to partake in these

to become more innovative and produce tailor-made 		

developments.
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Favourite type of shoes?

Stilettos
Old skool or new skool lifestyle?

NEW skool
Who’s your current TV character obsession?

At Koster from Binnelanders
What’s a must-have clothing item everyone should own?

A perfectly fitted black jumpsuit
What’s something you notice about someone when you
first meet them?

Feet
What’s your favourite childhood game?

Amagoes

Back of
the book

What book did you recently finish?

“Manage your Money like a F*cking
Grownup” by Sam Beckbessinger
What’s your favourite annual holiday?

My birthday, which lasts for 6 months

Connecting with Patience Kanalelo;
MTC's Head of Legal.

What’s your dream vacation destination?

The Maldives

What’s your favourite time of the day?

Evenings, I’m not a morning person

What’s something you don’t want to be doing in 10 years’
time?

What’s your biggest weakness?

Working 8-5

Meticulous

When last did you take a selfie?

What’s your biggest strength?

10 February 2020

Perseverance

DJ or live band?

What’s your idea of a perfect date?

dj

Romantic private boat cruise with my
loved one, a glass of Champaign and
Scooba diving

What are you looking forward to most in 2020?

motorbike license and purchasing a
motorbike

What song can you listen to on repeat?

Tiwa Savage and Omarion – Get It Now
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Lots to love. Less to spend.
iPhone SE packs the most powerful chip into the most
popular size iPhone at the most affordable price. It’s just
what you’ve been waiting for.

Now you can subscribe to 3 Awehs at the same time. Start with any Aweh package* of your choice and
add on Aweh Prime or Aweh Super to make up the 3 Awehs that will be your multiple Aweh subscription.
#Getthere with MTC
Ts & Cs Apply

mtc.com.na

*Aweh - O – Yeah not included

